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 Chaos, Rage & Helplessness 
… And The Threat Of

Nuclear War!

  Introduction 

You are about to be briefed regarding worldwide 
circumstances that in all likelihood you believe you are already 
sufficiently familiar with and have accounted for; and about which 
you’ve done all you could possibly do to make things turn out 
right or at least better.   

You may well feel that because you pay at least some 
attention every day to the Morning, Midday and Evening News 
through whatever device – you may very well consider the only 
Threats you need to deal with might be the rising cost of a cup of 
coffee at Starbucks, exactly what time each day you should get 
on the Interstate in the morning for your commute to work, so 
you can minimize being stuck in traffic; paying attention to your 
own and your family’s health: i.e., eating right, exercising, being 
connected to the right kind of health insurance and healthcare, 
which together help you remain both healthy and confident you 
can stay healthy; or if you suffer from a condition, healthcare that 
effectively, helps you to vastly improve, so the condition, 
whatever it may be, doesn't destroy your longevity or quality of 
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life, or both; spending a certain amount of time on 
social media every week, connecting and reconnecting 
with friends past and present; helping your younger 

kids stay safe to and from and while at school; helping your older 
kids apply to the right vocational schools or colleges and for the 
right scholarships; helping all of them to stay far away from illegal 
and dangerous, (which these days include sudden and deadly) 
drug use and alcohol abuse; preserving the relationship you are 
in, if you're in a good one, or finding the right person to share the 
rest of your life with; making sure you're with the right bank to 
maximize your savings interest and get the lowest possible rate 
for your next mortgage; and twice every four years maximizing 
the likelihood that you will be voting for the right congressman, 
local officials and eventually president and vice president.   

Most of the items on this list so far, are fairly positive even if 
not all that easy to navigate. But there are other things that can 
be concerning, for example: What if someone in the family is 
suffering from depression, or a terminal illness, or if not terminal 
a crippling illness; or some kind of addiction; or perhaps one or 
more parents are sufficiently advanced in age that their time 
seems to be coming to a close, and that becomes intermittently 
excruciating.  Focusing on doing everything possible to stay in or 
get a job, better yet a career, that might be not so very easily 
subject to layoffs or lockdowns; while you’re fighting off all of the 
effects of imminent recession, compounded by inflation reportedly 
at the highest it has been, in 40 years - with no end in sight 
despite what politicians may say! 

One way or another the above list, although of course, not 
100% complete, fairly represents what most middle-class adults 
are concerned with in the United States.  The very wealthy have 
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their own set of immediate concerns, and the very 
poor their own apparently unsolvable problems. And 
the purpose of this briefing is to share with you and 

give you a chance to change the fact that you can tend to 
all of the above and every other imaginable thing like it 
perfectly, and still have it all completely blown away by 
people from one government or another whom it has been
easy for you and I to describe as “madmen”, as an explanation 
for their mistakes, when other causes entirely, are really the 
controlling factor.  

Doing the research for over half a century that brought this 
white paper into existence was not pleasant. But at different 
times, it has been very fruitful and rewarding and on most 
occasions doing it has provided a great deal of hope for the 
future, IF enough people act on it soon enough.  I'm hoping 
you'll accept this acknowledgement of everything else 
that's on your mind and on your plate and listen 
thoughtfully to what follows.  My purpose in sharing it with 
you is to help you create and/or preserve the life you want to 
live for as long as you may want to live it.  
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Some Little-Known World History 

     Since 1945, when the first Atomic Bombs were dropped on 2 
Japanese cities to end WW II, the world has been under the 
unsteady Threat of more such bombs being created in both ours 
and other countries, with improved killing power, and dropped on 
more cities in more countries.  

While additional bombs have never been dropped, the 
ongoing Threat that they could be at any moment, is made clear 
by the fact that there exist over 13,000 Nuclear missiles in 
existence today, (acknowledged who knows with what honest 
accuracy, after mutual reductions were formally agreed to years 
ago); pointed from wherever they are positioned at the “enemies“ 
of each "Nuclear" country, e.g., the USA vs. Russia, Russia vs. 
the USA; the USA vs. China, China vs. the USA; India vs. 
Pakistan, Pakistan vs. India; No. Korea vs. the USA, So. Korea/
Japan & Australia; the USA vs. No. Korea & Iran, Israel vs. Iran.  

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

Thankfully, no bombs have been dropped in the ensuing 77 
years since Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but that doesn't mean things 
have been or have become "safe."  Quite the Contrary. 

Multiple Nuclear Threats have been lodged by one country 
or another over those years, to pressure a geopolitical opponent
or potential opponent, to change their policies or behavior. It was 
not always because the threatening country was under any 
immediate Threat to its security from whoever they threatened. 
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These Threats, instead, were geopolitical maneuvers 
and by no means purely defensive. 

The argument can be made that in most cases when each 
Nuclear Threat was made (considering no bombs were ever 
actually dropped), the desired prevented action by the country 
that was threatened and complied, was ultimately, a good thing 
for humanity. But damage, severe damage occurred: lodged 
in the Brains of all now 8 billion and counting, the world's 
people. 

Nuclear Threat-Created Brain Dysfunction 

Most people know that in an abusive personal relationship, if 
one side constantly threatens the other, or perhaps if mutual 
threats persist long-term between the individuals, that 
relationship deteriorates. 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The Threats backed by Nuclear arsenals have done precisely 
that to the people of the Earth: deteriorated our relationships. It 
turns out that under constant Threat (even behind the scenes, 
Unconscious Threat, which hasn't always been all that 
unconscious), the Human Brain reacts unconsciously with an 
increasing Rage or Helplessness reaction … sometimes both, 
one after the other, before too very long.  

A complete explanation of the Brain Physiology that 
allows this to happen would take longer than we have here. 
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But briefly, what occurs is that a portion of the 
Brain (called "the septum", which means "dividing 
membrane [or dividing tissue wall]; not to be confused 

with an entirely different structure not within the brain, that 
divides your nose into two halves)," has evolved in mammals, 
including humans, to interrupt DNA-embedded Brain signals that 
will potentially, at some point, or another cause an Individual to 
snap into Rage against others).  That makes the septum in the 
brain a very, very powerful structure because when it is working 
properly it is how we keep order both informally and formally 
amongst ourselves in place. As we will talk about below, the ability 
to express and act on rage is an inherited DNA characteristic in 
humans and other mammals.  The septum in your brain keeps 
that rage under civil control, or more accurately suppresses it.

When this fails, the results goes by the name, “septal rage.”  
And it is wrenchingly and agonizingly vicious!   

So, when the septum is impaired (this can happen due to 
infection, injury, or the flooding effect of cortisol around the 
septum due to prolonged Stress, whether continuous or 
intermittent) - incidents of Rage coming from such a person 
or a group (it can happen to whole groups of people at the 
same time who are, or believe they are under a common Threat), 
such Rage incidents become more likely, more vicious, 
more violent, and more frequent!   

This Rage pushes others, around the enraged individual, into 
Helplessness OUT OF FEAR OR WHEN THEY CAN FIND NO 
EFFECTIVE OUTLET FOR THEIR OWN RAGE!   

Examples closer to home include an abusive spouse or 
parent.  
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A more public example is when there is a 
tyrannical head of state.  If you’ve ever seen a 
newsreel or documentary film depicting Adolf Hitler 

addressing huge crowds in Germany before and during WW II, it 
is very unlikely that you would have missed that he is almost 
always doing it while consumed with Rage. 

Those he was addressing either mimicked his Rage or 
became Helpless in the face of being exposed to it, especially 
repeatedly. 

Long-Term Effects on the Brain 

Whether close to home or out in the public arena, each 
individual or group frequently gripped by Rage typically becomes 
more and more violently enraged over time. 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

To repeat, the more one is under the chemical effects 
of Stress (cortisol in particular) emanating from Threat, the 
more this "Rage-Brake or Rage-Controlling or Rage-Retarding 
Structure," (i.e., the septum) will tend to malfunction.  

The more severely the septum malfunctions, the more 
frequently and more violently Rage occurs.  In the presence of 
that Rage … a simultaneous, completely separate but similarly 
evolved set of Brain circuits unconsciously pushes those affected 
by a Rage-Spewing Person or Group into Helplessness 
when their own Rage finds no target or when they are victims of 
another Person or Group in a state of Rage!
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As will be discussed further below, these two 
circuits, Rage & Helplessness within one person, 
compete and literally are chemically and electronically 

"AT WAR" with each other for the control of an Individual's 
Consciousness and Behavior. More than one "psychiatrically 
named disease" is just a poor description of the Human Brain's 
"State Of War"! 

The External World Right Now 

Now, for a moment, let's leave the inside of your Brain 
and look at "The External World Right Now": Is it not, in 
every single one of its most severe trouble spots, a twisted 
mosaic of Violently Rageful Acts by Extreme Leaders most 
typically perpetrated upon "Helpless" citizens who either 
sheepishly comply, run away or eventually take on the tyrant's 
Rage behavior themselves! [Ref: The French Revolutionary 
Government's "Reign of Terror" in 18th Century France!] 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The kind of Stress-Producing Threat worldwide from Nuclear 
Weapons and Nuclear Winter referenced here, has now aged to 
better than 77 continuous years in duration. How much cortisol 
flooded into Human Brains in any one life or passed down 
these last three generations do you suppose that 
represents? 

Threat causes Stress to a Human Being. 
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A Huge Breakthrough in 
Understanding Human Stress 

Historically, Stress is the scientifically assigned name for the 
circumstance in which Demands Exceed Resources, brought 
about by an identifiable “Stressor”.  The biological result of 
such an imbalance have always been (traditionally) called for 
decades, “The Stress Response”. 

Before 2018, Neuroscience considered Stress to be the result 
of a person, place, or thing appearing in the vicinity of the 
Stressed Individual placing overburdening demands upon them.  

But in 2018, a Dutch Neuroscientist made a breakthrough 
along with his research team: that inherent within Human DNA 
was an even more deeply buried Stress Mechanism.  

This Mechanism, he and his team discovered does not 
require an immediate event in the vicinity of the person under 
Stress. Instead, it requires only the absence of Obvious 
Evidence or Signals Of Safety around the person. 

It is not too hard to understand that the presence of Nuclear 
Weapons pointed at one's country does not meet the definition of 
an Obvious Signal of Safety. 

Much more dangerous than the kind of Stressor-Driven 
Stress, science typically identified before 2018, this type, 
provoked what they called The Default Innate Stress 
Response.  And they found it was especially treacherous 
because it is almost entirely unconscious.  

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 
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The 2018, Dutch research, uncovered that The 
Default Innate Stress Response was built into 
our DNA. Upon the Brain's perception that things are 

not safe around an individual, The Default Innate Stress 
Response "fuels" electrochemical “voltage changes” in the Brain, 
to provoke running and/or fighting and/or hiding behavior, 
accompanied by a lack of interest in rewards from current 
activities and recklessness about the way a person behaves.  

It had always been thought before this, that The Stress 
Response, to be triggered, required a new or repeat appearance 
of a stressful person, place, thing, or situation in a person’s life. 

The effect of the ongoing 77-year Threat of more Nuclear
Weapons being developed, deployed, and dropped on citizens of 
different countries in different places of the world (including
our own) has taken its toll IN CREATING THE VERY OPPOSITE of
Obvious Evidence or Signals Of Safety.  

As these 77 years have unfolded, we see a vast increase in 
Rage-type Domestic and International events (wars, murders,
rapes, smash and grab robberies, home invasions, fentanyl 
murders), with far more people who’ve been subjected to that 
Rage acting "apparently and permanently" Helpless! 

         What is Chaos to a Human Being?          
Here are the 9 Triggers of Human Rage Leading to Chaos: 

• Extreme Danger to Life & Limb,
• Extreme or Seemingly Extreme Insult,
• Extreme Threat or Danger to Family,
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• Extreme Turmoil in the Environment,
• Extreme Danger to a Mate,
• Extreme Disturbances in the Orderly Activity of Day-

to-Day Life, 
• Extreme or Potentially Extreme Loss of Resources,
• Extreme Harm to One's Tribe or
• Being Powerfully Stopped in Pursuit of Survival –

Russia?  Ukraine? China? Taiwan? Jan 6th at our Capitol 
Building, COVID Lockdowns based on Junk Science, Crime Rates 
Soaring in Every Major City and in rural areas, as well?  

Rage & Helplessness fight an ongoing War for Control, 
once enough long-term Stress e.g., from 77 Years of International 
Nuclear Threat to try and address International CHAOS becomes 
commonplace because of septums damaged by cortisol! – This 
War has no victors … and this War finds its Victims and expresses 
itself onto the battlefields, in concentration camps, and torture 
chambers found almost everywhere around the world, operated 
by all sides.  But they only make any Chaos they are 
thrown at, WORSE! 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The Future If Any 

    Let’s say right here and right now, the future of humanity, 

short-term, medium-term, and long-term depends entirely on the 
Control of Chaos-Triggered Rage & Helplessness by what 
we will choose to name … Advanced Rational Decision 
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Making™ in the face of what will always be non-
stop physical, astrophysical, meteorological, and 
political Chaos facing the people of The Earth. 

That is where Interperson, Inc. entered the picture. 

We are at a point right now on Earth where the term 
"Nuclear Attack" is being bandied about via the press 
quoting world leaders of multiple countries threatening each 
other, including our own.  

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The One Solution 

The Threat of Nuclear Weapons being used in either 
direction further unhinges the Rage control mechanisms evolved 
into our DNA-driven Brains! 

And if as an American, you might feel the need to defend 
the fact that our country couldn't possibly be leading the way 
with all of this Threat-Leading to-Rage & Helplessness, i.e., 
threatening others with the possible use of Nuclear Weapons … If 
you think … “It’s the the other guys over there, in Asia and 
Eastern Europe, they are the Inciters”, for example ...

I would be most unhappy, but quite accurate to supply you 
with the specifics regarding the 25 primary times just between 
1945 and 1996 that The United States repeatedly used the 
"Threat" of Nuclear attack to achieve a perceived by our 
government, "necessary" geopolitical result with another country, 
whether they were Nuclear-armed, or threatening Us, or not.  
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And we don't know what happened along these 
same lines between 1997 and now because the 
documents that would detail those events have not 

yet been widely declassified. 

Converging Cataclysms 

Back to the Present … in 2022, Russia recently threatened 
the use of Nuclear Weapons against those supporting Ukraine 
(which includes the U.S.) and Ukraine itself, and we, the United 
States made a veiled (possibly "Nuclear"? counterthreat.  Just like 
all those earlier times, noted above?! 

I personally, couldn't be more patriotic or pro-America, but it 
is important, I believe, to understand that the U.S. has fueled this 
Catastrophe Boiling Pot as much as anyone. That doesn't make 
evil actions by foreign tyrants good or OK and doesn't preclude 
the fact that our form of government, if practiced as written, has 
produced THE MOST ENLIGHTENED form of government that the 
Rational Decision Making Capacity Inherent-Within-Our-
DNA has ever produced.  

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

In none of these theaters of operation up to now, however 
have Rage, Helplessness in the face of Chaos been 
controlled well, or permanently into the future by us or anyone.  

To be sure, we are all still here, and we have not blown 
ourselves up or created climatic conditions so terrible yet that we 
can't survive. But right now, the chances of all that turning 
tragically negative in one horrible Cataclysm is staring us in 
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the face !Right Now! Had Chaos-Triggered Rage
& Helplessness been well managed by Advanced 
Rational Decision Making™ already, we would

not be perched on the brink we are on today. 

Nuclear Winter 

There is a name for what happens when 100 Nuclear 
warheads or more are detonated anywhere on Our Planet within 
a short period of time, notwithstanding where they fall or by 
whom they are launched.  

The result is called "Nuclear Winter," which refers to 
the blocking out of the sun from the glut of the soot rising 
from the violent, massive, and persisting ground-level 
firestorms unleashed after Nuclear detonations, into the 
stratosphere all around Earth.  

Launches by however many nations, within a short period, 
cause freezing, unlivable temperatures, the inability to 
grow food, and the destruction of all civilization, 
everywhere, anywhere, no matter who shot first and/or who may 
or may not have disagreed with it! 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 
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The Brain Science of Rage: 
Its Consequences in The World … 

Contributing even greater, but invisible Chaos to all of this, 
each of these three Circuits, Rage, Helplessness & Rational 
Decision-Making are all AT WAR WITH EACH OTHER IN 
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF OUR BRAINS! 

None of the three Circuits naturally, except for profuse 
human study and research by a handful of Scientists, knows or 
has ever known of the existence of the others in the same way 
you know where the front door of your house is; except that via 
rational thought and Unbelievably intense research, this handful 
has learned a great deal about Rage & Helplessness.  

Rage & Helplessness Circuits coexist, and interact, but 
as segments of the Human Brain, they do not naturally and 
organically recognize or understand each other's 
presence and differences, and the fact that they each 
operate to muscle or elbow out each other and every other
identifiable brain circuit to control the survival of the Organism, 
to control the survival of you! 

They are, quite literally, "at war" with each other.

The incredible value of The New Human Algorithms™ 
created at Interperson, Inc., is that we have grabbed ahold of 

the incomplete understanding of these 3 factors: Chaos, Rage,  
& Helplessness, and Strengthened The Human Brain's 
Latent Powers of Advanced Rational Decision Making™ ...

def. "Latent": existing in unconscious or dormant form 
but potentially able to achieve expression  
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... as a result of a full 80 years of combined 
research and have brought into existence a method  
of ending these DNA-driven Brain Wars™.

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

And the Physical Wars from which society endlessly suffers 
are now poised to destroy us entirely in the end!  Controlling its 
Brain/DNA origins internally is the only way to control it 
externally! 

This Internal Brain War goes on continuously and never 
stops, and because it is going on, human beings die before they 
should, notwithstanding the evolutionary purpose of these 
circuits was exactly the opposite outcome!

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

In contrast, let's pick ONE HUMONGOUS CHAOS right out 
of the headlines, say, Russia and Ukraine. There's Chaos there: 
Does Ukraine belong to Russia? Should Ukraine rightfully and 
intelligently become a new member of NATO? Should the 
Russians consider Ukraine becoming a NATO member a Threat to 
themselves, an act of war? If you look for "experts" to give you 
some insight as to which of these or any other perspectives you 
might conceive of, to be the most accurate, you will find the 
landscape is very chaotic, with opinions varied everywhere. and 
Rage and Helplessness are everywhere in Ukraine! 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

It was with this awareness in mind that Interperson, Inc 
began years ago to look for a way to overcome the Chaos, 
overcome the Rage, and overcome the Helplessness!
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And we found that way in 2006, an algorithm. And 
called it The TRUST Card®. In addition, 6 years 

earlier Interperson, Inc. began and more recently 
completed research on an algorithm that was ultimately named 
"Instant Compass™." 

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The easiest way to think about it is to imagine that The 
TRUST Card® has been crafted to control Chaos, Rage, and 
Helplessness INTERNALLY within one's Brain and Body (to 
end the Brain Wars™ there), and Instant Compass™ is 
designed to do the very same thing but concerning the Wars in 
the EXTERNAL environment and in one's interactions with 
others - the ones that could end our species once and for all! 

So, let's imagine that everything asserted above is accurate 
… How could a small company, Interperson, Inc., affect a planet 
of 8 billion people careening forward, back and forth, between 
Rage and Helplessness in the face of Chaos? 

We can do it by getting that TRUST Card® and Instant 
Compass™ material into the hands of the full 6.4 billion literate 
individuals, of those 8 billion people, very, very quickly and 
thoroughly - WITHIN THE NEXT CALENDAR YEAR!.  

Our Planet has This Next Year to Right itself or Destroy itself! 

The TRUST Card® started as a physical laminated card 
roughly the size and shape of a large bookmark.  

Today, it is also accessible in Digital form from at least 18 
websites. There will be no faster or more certain way to keep the 
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Earth from ending itself via Nuclear Winter, which will 
take out all life on Our Planet within 10 years.  

 Chaos, Rage & Helplessness 
And The…  Threat Of

Nuclear War!
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